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United States Unleashes Military Coup In Saudi Arabia After Russia
Ignites Oil Price Armageddon
An astounding new Security Council (SC) report circulating in the Kremlin today adding a new and
fearful chapter to The New Great Game reality of our world, makes it no wonder why top American
energy security expert Samantha Gross has just stated with alarm “I'm a little shocked frankly
because the Russians are really playing with fire”—a response Gross made to a series of pivotal
moves occurring in this “New Great Game” yesterday that began with the United States blocking the
United Nations from supporting a Russian-Turkish ceasefire in Syria—that Russia quickly
countered by igniting a global “Oil Price Armageddon”—
A term describing how Russia made a dramatic turn away from the Saudi-led OPEC+ and refused
to cut production to hold up the price of oil—which cratered the price of oil to its present price of
$41.57 a barrel—a catastrophic price for US oil producers who need a barrel of oil to cost as much
as $65 to break even—and are the same US oil producers who were warned late last year that “2020
Will Be The Year Of Oil Bankruptcies”—a warning that swiftly became true yesterday as evidenced by
what happened with the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX), otherwise known as the “Fear Gauge” or “Fear
Index”—a creation of the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) that is a real-time market index
that represents the market's expectation of 30-day forward-looking volatility—and that yesterday caught
a large American financial entity disastrously betting everything they had on global oil prices being
stabilized.
The reaction to which saw shocked US market traders saying such things as “Someone Big Was
Utterly Blown The Fuck Out”—“Someone Big Literally Doesn't Exist Anymore”—and “The Fed
Must Now Step In Or A Catastrophic Crash Is Inevitable”—but to prevent such a catastrophic crash
from happening, saw Saudi Arabia having paid $500 million to the US to move thousands of
American military troops into their oil rich nation—American troops who yesterday, and joined by
thousands of US troops stationed in neighboring countries, rapidly moved into combat readiness to
protect vital Saudi government facilities and oil production centers—immediately after which, Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman placed in detention his main rivals for power Prince Ahmed bin
Abdulaziz, the younger brother of Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz al-Saud, royal cousin Prine
Nawaf bin Nayef and former interior minister Mohammed bin Nayef.
Who were then accused in court of attempting a
coup and are now under threat of lifetime
imprisonment or execution—but whose real crime
was their opposing the lost revenues caused by
Saudi oil production cuts—production cuts whose
main beneficiary are American oil producers needing a
higher price per barrel—and due to Russia now having
blown up the OPEC+ cartel, are Saudi oil production
cuts sure to accelerate before an “inevitable crash”
occurs
According to this report, the strategic move made by Russia yesterday in igniting this global Oil Price
Armageddon as a response to the US blocking the United Nations from supporting the ceasefire in
Syria, is in its being an accelerant to force the Americans to finish up their end game machinations in
how to punish the coup plotters against President Donald Trump—an end game nearing best
evidenced by Trump having just appointed the powerful Republican Party US Congressman Mark
Meadows to be his war council White House Chief of Staff—
US Attorney General William Barr having just appointed former top White House official Will Levi
to be his war council second-in-command—all of whom are now having to deal with a new front
opened up against them by the socialist-globalist George Soros funded radical leftist organizations
Electronic Privacy Information Center and Protect Democracy—the former who are using anti-

Trump warmongering neocon Bush appointed US District Court Judge Reggie Walton to
outrageously smear Attorney General Barr with lies while trying to pry out of the US Department
of Justice secret grand jury testimony against these coup plotters—and the later who are using
radical leftist Clinton appointed US District Court Judge Colleen Kollar-Kotelly in an attempt to pry
from the National Security Agency additional evidence to be used against these coup plotters—
neither of which will be successfully, as no prosecutor turns over to criminal defendants the evidence
they have before charges are made, most particularly to corrupt US Federal Judges who are aiding
these coup plotters.
US Federal Judges not supporting these coup plotters,
though, this report notes, are those sitting on the United
States Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court—
otherwise known as the FISA Court, and who gave the
Obama-Clinton Regime domestic intelligence agency
FBI permission to spy on the Trump campaign during
the 2016 presidential election—
But upon these FISA Court Judges learning that former
FBI Director James Comey’s Crossfire Hurricane
Team inserted blank pieces of paper into the FBI file
used to document support for the FISA Warrants on
Trump campaign aide Carter Page, saw them
exploding in anger this week when, on 5 March, they
effectively barred all of the FBI and Justice
Department officials involved in the infamous
application to surveil former Trump campaign
associate Carter Page—
An anger, also, matched this week by US District Judge
Emmet G. Sullivan who is overseeing the made up case against General Michael Flynn—and in
whose courtroom yesterday, saw him issuing one of the most extraordinary orders ever seen in
American legal history—an order stunningly supported by both General Flynn and the US
Department of Justice—and that orders General Flynn’s former defense lawyers to immediately
submit to questioning by Attorney General Barr’s prosecutors—the same former defense attorneys
believed to have conspired with prosecutors against General Flynn.
In further evidence showing that the end game for these coup plotters is being prepared for by
President Trump before they’re able to ignite a global war or economic catastrophe, this report
concludes, is the shocking about face just performed by Crowdstrike—the Hillary Clinton funded
computer company that started the Trump-Russia collusion hoax when they lyingly claimed that
Democrat Party email servers were hacked by Russia, who then gave these emails to Wikileaks in
order to aid the election of Trump—computer email servers Crowdstrike never allowed the FBI to
examine, but gave them a “report” on—with this week now seeing Crowdstrike saying that they
NEVER told the FBI that Russia hacked these
emails at all—
A shock announcement being met by American
experts asking the obvious question: “So if
Crowdstrike now claims they didn’t confirm that
Russians gave emails to Wikileaks, then who the
hell did?”—the answer to which doesn’t want to be
given by former MI6 British spy Christopher Steele
whom Clinton paid millions-of-dollars to create
the hoax Trump-Russia Dossier—and who is now
declaring that he won’t cooperate with Trump
coup plot investigating prosecutor US Attorney
John Durham—an ill fated move, however, when
viewed in the context of US Attorney Durham now

examining “an index of the messages compiled by an unnamed foreign ally that include emails
from President Barack Obama as well as members of the US Congress about the planned coup
plot against Trump”—most particularly because this “unnamed foreign ally” is, beyond all doubt,
Steele’s own British government, and his former MI6 employers—both of whom are solidly pro-Trump
since they split from the EU last month—and need America much more than they ever needed this
washed up Clinton-colluding corrupt spy.
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